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EdiToRiaL 

Road Safety – a Global issue

at its October 2010 meeting, the world road association’s Executive Committee 
endorsed the association taking a more active role in supporting the united Nations 
decade of action for global road Safety. in this sense the National Committees 
of the Association should carry out actions or report on activities in this field. I 
have put one of these examples in front of this newsletter to invite other National 
Committees to follow with actions and reports.

friedrich Zotter
representative of National Committees on the piarC Executive Committee

Nc news, events, seminars & conferences

piaRc-Québec and the United Nations Road Safety 
decade: Time to act!

in april, on the occasion of the 47th Congress of the 
“Association Québécoise du Transport and Roads” (aQTr), 
a technical session took place on “The Decade for Road 
Safety UN: time to act!”. Organized by piarC-Québec, this 
session activity focused on Quebec’s actions in response 
to this call for mobilization. Traffic safety is an important 
issue for which the world road association (piarC), as 
well as Quebec, assume an important leadership role 
globally.

in opening, anne-marie leclerc, president of piarC, presented the commitment and leadership of the latter 
with respect to the road Safety decade (2011-2020). There are multiple solutions to road safety issues, which 
require a concerted and structured to provide safe roads. government support in this struggle is essential to 
its success.

The accession of Quebec to the international movement and coordination of its actions to improve road safety 
has also been the subject of a presentation by mr. andre meloche, first delegate of Canada-Quebec. On a 
more technical side, lise fournier and daniel aubin, members of piarC Technical Committee 3.2 - design 
and operation of a safer road infrastructure, presented the results of the work of this committee during the 
2008-2011cycle. 

further information at: www.aqtr.qc.ca

piaRc-QUEbEc

Your opinions and comments to

friedrich Zotter: friedrich.zotter@bmvit.gv.at

http://www.aqtr.qc.ca
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austroads becomes the National committee for australia and New Zealand

in april 2012, austroads and the world road association entered into a memorandum of 
understanding through which austroads was recognised as the world road association national 
committee for australia and New Zealand. This is a positive step for both austroads and world 
road association members in australia and New Zealand. both countries play a very active role in the work 
of the association with representation on most technical committees, chairing two and providing the English 
speaking secretaries for several other committees. 

Austroads is the association of Australian and New Zealand road transport and traffic authorities. Austroads 
has an extensive work program addressing issues of interest to australian and New Zealand road transport 
agencies. it also publishes a comprehensive range of guides covering all aspects of road agency activities. 
These are generally adopted by road agencies and supplemented where necessary by their own documentation.

There was previously a separate australian and New Zealand national committee of the association, established 
to comply with the requirements at the time. This committee was supported by austroads and its activities 
were closely aligned to those of austroads. however, in 2011 the association changed the criteria for national 
committees to allow existing national bodies to be recognised as the national committee for the association 
through a memorandum of understanding. 

visit austroads website: http://www.austroads.com.au/

aUSTRaLia aNd NEW ZEaLaNd 

iRELaNd
creation of a National committee

we are further pleased to announce the creation of another new National Committee. 
The National roads authority of ireland (Nra) forwarded a constitution for the establishment of a National 
Committee in ireland. piarC-ireland shall comprise representatives of the Nra, the department of Transport, 
the association of Consulting Engineers (aCE), the Construction industry Confederation (Cif), the road Safety 
authority (rSa), the academic community and various local authorities.

after review of these Statutes by the Secretary general and on proposal of the first delegate of ireland, Tim 
ahern, and the representative of National Committees on the Executive Committee, the Executive Committee 
recognized in its april 2012 meeting piarC-ireland as a new National Committee of the world road association 
for ireland. The irish NC will now proceed by setting up in an inaugural meeting. 

as representative of National Committees i would like to congratulate my irish colleagues and welcome them 
in the group of National Committees.

Contact: info@nra.ie

Nc News, Events, seminars & conferences

UNiTEd STaTES of amERica
creation of a New Website

aaShTO, acting as the National Committee of the united States of america for the world road association 
(piarC) has announced the creation of a new website for the issues of the National Committee: 

look at http://piarc.transportation.org
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aRGENTiNa
XVIth Congress of Road Administration and Traffic
22nd – 26th October 2012 in buenos aires
 
The xith international iTS Congress, the xxxviith asphalt 
meeting, the international Seminar on Concrete pavement and 
the road Safety Exhibition “Expovial argentina” will be held simultaneously 
at the XVIth Congress of Road Administration and Traffic  at  the same 
venue in buenos aires. The National Committees of argentina and uruguay 
and other stakeholders in the transport sector are organizing this congress 
week from 22nd - 26th October 2012. 

for more information have a look at www.congresodevialidad.org.ar/
eng/index.html

19th iTS World Road congress 2012
22nd – 26th October 2012 in vienna

There are at least six reasons to attend the 19th world Congress on intelligent Transport Systems in vienna:

Under the motto - Smarter on the way - ITS Vienna 2012 will focus on the benefit of ITS for all traffic users. 
Smarter on the way means connecting seamlessly, serving customers and encouraging sustainability. around 
1,000 expert presentations, including, for the first time, dedicated Strategic Sessions. Explore state-of-the 
art iTS products and solutions spread across 15,000 square metres. To watch and experience an outstanding 
demonstration programme and cutting edge solutions. discover hybrid and electric vehicles, autonomous cars 
and car-to-car and car-to-infrastructure communication. widen the iTS audience at the public day on 25th 
of October 2012 by involving kids and young professionals because they are your future experts and users. 
Encourage worldwide policy attendance in order to foster a wide deployment of iTS solutions. and last but not 
least, as a place to visit, vienna is a destination in itself. austria, in the heart of Europe, has a well-deserved 
reputation for its integrated transport system, lively culture and excellent standard of living. 

for further information visit http://2012.itsworldcongress.com

aUSTRia

boTSWaNa
6th african international Transportation Technology 
Transfer conference 
4th – 8th march 2013 in gaborone

The ministry of Transport and Communications, botswana in 
collaboration with the association of Southern african National 
road agencies (aSaNra) and other stakeholders in the transport 
sector worldwide is organizing the 6th africa international 
Transportation Technology Transfer Conference to be held at 
grand palm hotel (gaborone international Conference Centre 
– giCC) in gaborone, botswana, from 4th to 8th march 2013. 
The Conference Theme is “Effective management of Transport 
infrastructure for Economic recovery in africa”. 

participants wishing to present papers to the 6th africa T2 
Conference are invited to send a one page abstracts written in 
English, to reach the Secretariat email by 31st July 2012.

for further information contact techtransfer@mopipi.ub.bw
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caNada
2012 Transportation of canada (Tac) conference & Exhibition
14th - 17th October 2012 in fredericton, New brunswick

Transportation: innovations and opportunities

more than 800 delegates representing the public 
and private sectors as well as academics will gather 
in fredericton this October to attend the 2012 
Conference and Exhibition of the Transportation 
association of Canada (TaC), the country’s largest 
annual event in the field of transportation. The 
theme of TaC’s 2012 conference – Transportation:  
innovations and Opportunities – clearly emphasizes 
the importance of recognizing Canadian expertise 
and know-how.  The Transportation association of 
Canada is a member of the Canadian National Committee of piarC.  hosted by New brunswick Transportation 
and infrastructure, the conference will offer delegates an unparalleled opportunity to broaden their horizons in 
the roads and transportation sector:  

http://www.tac-atc.ca/english/annualconference/ 
 

or visit www.cnc-piarc-aipcr.ca/ for further information

international Tunneling Events
16th – 19th October 2012 in Santiago de Chile
  
The Chilean National Committee (aCCT Chile) organizes 
several international Tunnelling Events in 2012. The 

piarC Technical Committee meeting TC 3.3 “ Road Tunnels Operations” and 
the international Seminar ‘ Urban and Intercity Tunnels  of Great Length: 
Challenges for the Design, Construction and Operation’ will be held in 
Santiago on 16th and 17th to 19th October 2012, respectively. 

This event is organized in conjunction with the Chilean association of roads and Transportation (aCCT), the 
Committee on Tunnels and underground Space in Chile (CTES), the Coordination of public works Concessions 
mOp (CCOp), piarC Technical Committee 3.3 on road Tunnels Operations and the department of roads.

Contact: m.ropert@conpax.cl

chiLE

GERmaNY
German Road and Transportation congress
16th – 17th October 2012 in leipzig 
with the ‘Road and Transport 2012’ exhibition

 
On 16 and 17 October 2012, the road and Transportation research association (fgSv) will 
welcome experts to the german road and Transportation Congress 2012 and the road and 
Transport 2012 exhibition. both will take place in the Congress Centre in leipzig. The main 
themes of the congress are:
 
• Designing cities and traffic

• New developments and regulations in highway design
• designing, managing, and equipping roads
• innovations in road construction
• Sustainability in road maintenance
• pavement performances

for more information and a comprehensive congress programme, please 
contact:
forschungsgesellschaft für Straßen- und verkehrswesen e.v.
(fgSv, road and Transportation research association)

e-mail.: koeln@fgsv.de
internet: www.fgsv.de or www.fgsv-kongress-2012.de
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GREEcE
5th Road Safety conference
11th – 12th October 2012 in volos

The hellenic Nra (among other stakeholders) will organize the 5th National road Safety Conference in volos on 
11th – 12th October 2012. further information will be provided in the next edition of the Newsletter or contact 
ggdegdse@otenet.gr

or visit www.cnc-piarc-aipcr.ca/ for further information

5th international congress on Sustainability of Road infrastructures
29th – 31st October 2012 in rome 

The “Società italiana infrastrutture viarie” (italian Society for road design) is 
organizing the 5th international Congress on Sustainability of road infrastructures in 
October 2012 in rome. 

The congress topics cover Environment, Society & Culture, Safety, Economy, Engineering & resource utilization 
and Project management. More than 150 abstracts havebeen submitted and the Scientific Committee will 
define the organization of the sessions. Selected papers will be published by two International journals:

• international Journal of roads and airports (iJra) and
• International Journal for Transport and Traffic Engineering (IJTTE).

more information at www.siivroma.it or contact the secretariat at segreteria@siivroma.it

chiLE

mExico
xixth National amiVTac meeting of Roads
18th - 20th July 2012 mazatlan, Sinaloa

The mexican National Committee 
(amivTaC) is organizing the xixth 
National amivTaC meeting of roads, 
to be held in mazatlan, Sinaloa from 
18th to 20th of July, 2012. The 
general theme of the meeting is 
“Mobility as an important factor for 
the development of Mexico”. The 
National meeting includes Technical presentations and a machinery Exhibition on issues like planning, project 
design, Construction, financing, maintenance, Conservation, Supervision, Operation and Quality Control of 
roads, railroads, airports and ports.

within the amiTaC National meeting an academic meeting with universities and students, a presentation 
by rodolfo felix valdes with the theme “The evolution and development of the Mexican roads”,  as well as 
awardings for the best professional development, post graduated Thesis and best Technical article will take 
place.  

during the Technical visit, participants will have the opportunity of discovering the “Baluarte Bridge”, that has 
been recognized by the guinness book of records as the highest bridge with 402.6 meters of heigth.

more information of the xixth National amivTaC meeting can be found at: http://reunionviasterrestres2012.
org, further information on amivTaC at: www.amivtac.org/

UNiTEd KiNGdom
annual UK congress 
31st October 2012 

The National Committee is currently planning their annual Congress event (every year except when the world 
Congress takes place) which the National Committee links to arrangements to host a TC meeting. for 2012 
this will be linked with a meeting of TC 1.4 road Transport System Economics and Social development and the 
Congress will be themed around the work of that Committee.

further information will be displayed at: www.piarc.co.uk
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Roads for a better live – a tribute by the belgian Road association to the 24th World 
Road congress in mexico 2011

as the belgian National Committee within piarC, the belgian road association (abr) is the link between the 
world road association and the belgian road sector. it also sends belgian representatives to technical committees 
(TC) of piarC. TCs are organized around the themes of the Strategic plan which has been established for four 
years and TC members report on their activities at the following world road Congress.

On wednesday, february 29, 2012, the 
bra held a “post-mexico” workshop in 
the auditorium of Crr Sterrebeek, with 
presentations by TC members of 2008-2011 
and belgian Congress participants and, 
in the afternoon, an interactive session 
with members of TCs for 2012-2015. The 
objective was to share the most striking 
conclusions of the Congress and inform 
members of the TCs on their operation.

The director general of the Crr, Claude van rooten, member of the Executive Committee of piarC and 
Secretary of the bra, wrote in that capacity a summary of the consolidated text of the piarC general Secretariat 
on the Congress. This summary can be found on page 22 and following pages of the Crr bulletin no. 90  
(www.brrc.be). The full version of the consolidated text was published in issue no. 352-353 of the 
routes/roads of piarC.

more information available at: www.abr-bwv.be/ and www.brrc.be 

bELGiUm

other Nc activities and examples of good practice

caNada-QUEbEc
12th edition of the piaRc-Québec submission contest
 
The annual contest for students at master level is an opportunity for 
candidates to promote their work on finding new ways to increase efficiency 
and competitiveness of transport networks. for this 12th edition, participants 
had to focus their thinking on one of the issues addressed by the technical 
committees of piarC in the current work cycle, presenting an innovative 
solution to a current issue affecting one of the areas of road transport.

The 2012 scholarship was awarded to mr. luc beaulieu for the memory system development of decision support 
dedicated to the maintenance management of a road network not coated, as summarized below:

The road length of the Canadian public road network is more than one million kilometres, of which about half is 
uncoated, resulting annually significant maintenance costs. Despite an often limited budget, the road network 
managers must maintain un-surfaced roads safe and efficient. In this context, the development of a system of 
decision support for managing the maintenance of such roads was necessary.

The thesis presents a comprehensive experimental program which was conducted to identify practical 
stabilization and treatment by a dust suppressant. a comprehensive analysis of life cycle maintenance of 
rural roads is then performed to quantify the environmental impact of proposed practical solutions. finally, a 
multi-criteria analysis can integrate environmental, social, economic and operational and is incorporated in the 
system of decision support to ensure that the practical solution chosen meets the objectives and preferences 
of the manager. This is an approach that opens up an innovative and rigorous thinking and managing this type 
of road networks!

further information at: www.aqtr.qc.ca
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4th Transport Research arena (TRa) conference 2012 
23rd – 26th april 2012, athens

Report on the Transport Research arena 2012 by the Greek National committee

Transport innovation in Europe took another significant step forward with the successful conduct of the Transport 
research arena Conference – Tra 2012 in athens. The top transport research event in Europe, gathering 
every two years the key stakeholders (experts, operators, industry and policy-makers) was hosted this year in 
greece, from april 23 to april 26, in the international Conference Centre of the athens Concert hall (megaron 
mousikis athinon).

more than 1600 people took part in the conference. in an exhibition hall of about 1000 square metres, the 
exponents, both from the private and the public sector, presented innovative solutions for a safer, faster and 
more energy efficient transport sector in Europe.

Tra 2012, whose main theme was «Sustainable mobility through innovation», was attended inter alia by high 
ranking officials in the European Commission and the Greek public administration, researchers, academics and 
others.

For the first time, the TRA Conference dealt extensively with all surface transport modes: road, rail and 
waterborne and underline interlinks between them. The Conference proved to be a great opportunity for 
all transport stakeholders to give a boost to European and global transportation through the exchange of 
knowledge and experiences, as well as by developing co-operations and business.

The Conference was organized by the European Commission, the greek ministry of infrastructure, Transport 
and Networks, the Conference of European directors of roads, the European road Transport research advisory 
Council, the European rail research advisory Council and the European Technology platform waTErbOrNE.

meeting of Governing board and Technical Groups of cEdR :

during the Tra 2012, the meeting of governing board (gb) of CEdr took place in athens as well. The gb 
welcomed the news that poland and germany are considering hosting Tra in 2016 and 2018 respectively and 
invited the chair and the secretariat to finalize and sign the Letter of Intent on ITS. Likewise in the frame of 
Tra 2012, the fruitful meetings of 5 Technical groups of CEdr took place in athens.

E-mail: contact@tra2012.gr or ggdegdse@otenet.gr 

GREEcE

UNiTEd KiNGdom
how the World Road association brought the international arena into focus for maintenance reviews. 
a study of international practice, carried out by the uK delegation of the world road association (wra uK), 
was referenced across a number of areas in the recently published potholes review. The study was carried out 
to support the Highways Maintenance Efficiency Programme (HMEP) – which led the Potholes Review - and also 
provided input to the Scottish roads review. The project was directed by Jim barton (first delegate for wra 
UK) and Joe Burns (Chairman of WRA UK) with CIHT providing significant support.

The study found that the approach within the uK to dealing with highway maintenance and potholes compares 
well with international best practice, but nevertheless there is scope for further improvements.

Jim barton, first delegate of wra uK said ‘It was good to be able to demonstrate the value that the World Road 
Association network can offer the UK. We wrote out to a number of First Delegates asking them to nominate 
experts in highway maintenance in their particular country. We then consulted those experts via an online 
survey based on issues being addressed in the HMEP and Scottish [Roads] Review. More in-depth conference 
calls were conducted over the Web with a number of countries based on the answers they provided. This 
proved to be a very effective way of accessing international expertise. I was pleased to have the support of 
CIHT to help manage the review and the use of their online survey facilities and web conferencing technology 
made the process of gathering information very easy’. 

Joe burns, Chairman of wra uK said that ‘The survey demonstrates that whilst UK practice compares well with 
international best practice, we can still learn a lot from colleagues overseas. It is important to keep asking 
questions and challenging our delivery, but it also shows that the UK has a lot to offer the world in terms of 
delivering high quality highway maintenance operations’. 

TO bE CONTiNuEd
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report: 
http://www.ciht.org.uk/en/wra/activities/road-maintenance-review-international-comparison.cfm

potholes review:  
http://assets.dft.gov.uk/publications/pothole-review/pothole-review.pdf

international best practice on procurement
presentations by western roads australia - from maria Sarubian on ‘applying science to relationship evaluation’ 
and robert barnsley on ‘iSa procurement outcomes’ – have been given to the CihT procurement and delivery 
panel. This translated international thinking on approaches to procuring to an expert panel in the uK. Technology 
helped facilitate this process through the use of a web-conferencing facility. 

creating an international policy environment
The National Committee has established a process where the uK Technical Committee representatives will 
report to the uK roads liaison group to ensure that international knowledge is directed into policymakers 
within the devolved government scenario. Knowledge will be collected and shared through ‘Communities of 
interest’ and managed through a wra uK linkedin group – this will further draw international best practice 
into an established space. 

get further informed at: www.piarc.co.uk

Nc publications and software

aRGENTiNa
Revista Vial

No. 84 of the magazine Revista Vial 
and a special issue on road Safety are 
available on-line at 

www.editorialrevistas.com.ar/

iTaLY

issue no. 92 of the italian road magazine Strade & Autostrade is available on-line at:

http://www.stradeeautostrade.it/edicem/rivista_sea/



14th International Winter Road Congress 2014
4th-7th february 2014, andorra la Vella (andorra)

The 14th international winter road Congress in 2014 will be held in andorra la vella. with its 
privileged geographical situation and unsurpassable climatic conditions,  andorra is the perfect 
setting for holding this important congress on winter service. 

The conference centre has a main hall with capacity for 1000 people, with the additional facility 
that everything that is going on in the main hall can be followed by videoconference, from 
adjacent rooms and the exterior covered exhibition areas.

The exhibition space for material is arranged in up to 5,000 m² of covered area at one side 
of the conference halls. This area will be supplemented with an outside space of 4,300 m², 
where the most modern machinery used in the tasks to guarantee winter road viability can be 
displayed.

www.aipcrandorra2014.org
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Your opinions and comments to

friedrich Zotter: friedrich.zotter@bmvit.gv.at
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piaRc congresses

piaRc coNGRESS
xxVth World Road congress Seoul 2015

Some key data of the congress: 

• date: 2nd – 6th  November 2015
• venue: Coex Convention & Exhibition Center
• Official Language: English, French, Spanish, Korean
• host: ministry of land, Transport and maritime affairs, world road association(piarC), Korea Expressway 

Corporation, Korea road & Transportation association, Korean National Committee
• program: Opening & Closing Ceremony, ministers’ Session, Technical Session, Exhibition
• Technical Tours, Social Events & accompanying persons programm

further information will be available soon on www.piarc.org and the website of the Korean National Committee 

www.piarc.or.kr/eng/


